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i am pleased to report that the NRao is in an excellent position.  our 

operational telescope facilities – very large array (vla), very long 

baseline array (vlba) and the Green bank telescope (Gbt) – are state-

of-the-art engines of exploration that are producing outstanding science 

across all of modern astrophysics.  at the same time, the construction of 

two transformative facilities – the international atacama large millimeter/

submillimeter array (alma) and expanded very large array (evla) – is 

nearing completion.

 

As ALMA and EVLA approach full science operations, the NRAO scientific 

and technical staff is poised to apply their expertise to address the research 

and development required for the next-generation telescope facilities, 

providing a more proactive leadership in efforts to realize the square 

Kilometre array program in partnership with the us and international 

communities. our approach is science-driven, focused on the science areas 

recommended by the astro2010 decadal survey.

the early science programs at the evla are exploiting the array’s many new 

capabilities to open scientific frontiers. Astronomers can now peer behind 

the curtain of galaxy formation in the early universe (Riechers et al, page 

17) and use distant cosmic explosions to explore previously inaccessible 

cosmological eras (Chandra et al, page 19). the astronomical community is 

eagerly awaiting the initiation of early science with alma in 2011.

the science highlights included in this annual Report sample the 

remarkably diverse range of forefront research being conducted at the 

NRao by scientists from the us and around the world. the Gbt has 

become a key resource for the international effort to employ pulsars in the 

detection of low frequency gravitational waves (archibald et al, page 23). 

tzu-Ching Chang and her colleagues have used the Gbt to demonstrate 

the innovative intensity-mapping technique as a promising new approach 

to measure baryon acoustic oscillations in our universe (page 24).  

the 10 micro-arcsecond astrometric accuracy and sub-milli-arcsecond 

resolution of the VLBA are being applied to key scientific problems. The 

upgraded vlba is allowing astronomers to directly map the structure of 

the entire Milky Way galaxy for the first time (Reid et al, page 28), and James 

braatz et al are using the Gbt and the vlba to determine the current 

expansion rate of the universe to high accuracy in order to constrain the 

nature of the enigmatic dark energy (page 29), one of the most pressing 

problems in modern physics and astrophysics.

Given the powerful new NRao facilities coming into operation, along 

with other novel facilities around the world, the astronomical community 

is entering a golden age of discovery using radio techniques.  With the 

support of our funding agency, the u.s. National science Foundation, and 

our parent organization, associated universities, inc., the NRao will remain 

a flagship observatory for decades to come, fulfilling our mission of enabling 

forefront research into the universe at radio wavelengths.

Message from 

the diReCtoR

FRed K.y. lo
NRAO Director
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the NRao enables forefront research into the universe 
at radio wavelengths, operating a complementary suite 
of world-class research facilities for the international 
astronomical community.

the Green bank telescope is the world’s most sensitive 
fully steerable single-dish radio telescope. the very long 
baseline array is the world’s highest resolution astronomical 
research facility, ten telescopes that span transcontinental 
baselines from hawaii to the virgin islands. the expanded 

very large array is advancing our ability to explore the 
universe at centimeter wavelengths by more 

than an order of magnitude. 

our newest facility, the atacama large millimeter/
submillimeter array (alma), promises to open new 
windows on cosmic origins and the physics of the cold 
universe. the North american alma science Center 
will provide ready access to alma for North american 
scientists.

A vibrant NRAO R&D program develops the scientific 
and technical concepts for next-generation facilities and 
improves the quality of current ones.

the NRao is developing technologies and signal processing 
advances that push the state-of-the-art, collaborating with 
the U.S. and international communities to define and realize 
the next generation of radio-wavelength astronomical 
research facilities, and improve the scientific impact of the 
operational NRao research facilities.

National Radio Astronomy Observatory

a tWeNty-FiRst CeNtuRy obseRvatoRy
Founded in 1956 by Associated Universities, Inc. and the U.S. National Science Foundation, the NRAO in 2010 is the world’s most capable radio astronomy observatory.

 “the NRao enables fORefRONt 
scieNce At RAdiO 

wAveleNgths by operating and 
building the wORld’s lARgest 
and mOst pROductive radio 

telescopes, and is poised to continue this 
trend well beyond the post-alma and 

evla construction periods.”  

2010 NRao useRs Committee RepoRt
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To maximize the present and future scientific impact of its research facilities, 

the NRao supports a vigorous long-term research and development 

(R&d) program. 

in 2010, the observatory focused its R&d on collaborating with the u.s. 

and international astronomy community to develop the scientific and 

technical concepts for the next generation of radio-wavelength telescopes, 

such as the hydrogen epoch of Reionization arrays (heRa) and the 

Frequency agile solar Radiotelescope (FasR). our involvement with the 

square Kilometre array (sKa) program also grew in 2010, and an NRao 

SKA Program Office was formed to oversee and coordinate activities 

designed to shape and realize the sKa. 

hydrogen epoch of Reionization arrays (heRa) will explore the large-scale 

structure of the baryonic universe, detecting and characterizing the power 

spectrum of the 21 cm hydrogen line emission structures and imaging 

these structures across a large fractional step in cosmic time. the heRa 

antenna elements are nominally simple, but the requisite signal processing, 

calibration, and imaging with large-N arrays are technological frontiers. 

the precision array for probing the epoch of Reionization (papeR) is a 

collaboration of the NRao, university of California – berkeley, university 

of virginia, and university of pennsylvania that is pioneering low-frequency 

(100 – 200 MHz), wide-field technologies relevant to HERA. A 32-element 

array was deployed in south africa in 2010 that will be expanded to 64 

elements. 

the NRao R&d program is also developing technologies targeted for the 

sKa program that optimize sensitivity and survey speed while minimizing 

the cost per unit collecting area. multi-pixel camera technologies, such 

as phased array feeds that simultaneously synthesize multiple beams to 

cover a wide field-of-view, will be key to realizing these goals. 

The NRAO first demonstrated phased array feed technology on the 

Green bank 140-foot telescope in 1997. in 2010, the NRao and brigham 

young university continued a multi-year R&d project to build a 1.4 Ghz 

cryogenic phased array feed for the Green bank telescope (Gbt) that 

will also provide guidance for developing similar systems for the sKa. an 

ambient temperature, 19-element, single-polarization dipole prototype 

array has been installed and tested on the Green bank 20-meter 

telescope. in 2010, development and construction of a 19-element, dual-

polarized, cryogenic array began. this instrument will cover at least 1300 - 

1720 mhz and include a real-time beam-former with 300 mhz bandwidth 

that incorporates field-programmable gate array (FPGA) technology 

developed by the Center for astronomy signal processing and electronics 

Research (CaspeR) at the university of California-berkeley. 

a NRao technology Center team led by matt morgan and Rick Fisher 

is developing a compact cryogenic receiver that integrates everything 

from the antenna feed connection to the digitized signal outputs on 

optical fiber.  This small receiver package can be deployed on relatively 

small reflector antennas, such as those envisioned for the SKA, or in 

large numbers as will be required for phased array and multi-pixel radio 

camera feeds. digitization close to the feed port and the associated 

signal processing will make possible receivers of unprecedented fidelity 

and accuracy.

Rohit Gawande, a university of virginia ph.d. candidate working under 

the direction of NRao scientist Richard bradley, has designed and built 

a very wideband prime focus feed with an integrated low noise amplifier.  

 

Enabling Scientific Discovery

ReseARch & develOpmeNt

the Frequency agile solar Radiotelescope (FasR).  artist’s concept.FASR illustration by Isaac Gary
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The amplifier and high-frequency section of this conical sinuous antenna can be 

cooled to cryogenic temperatures to minimize noise from the amplifier and from 

small resistive losses in the antenna structure.  this feed has application to sKa, 

FASR, and scientific experiments that require 10:1 instantaneous bandwidth.

the NRao is also investing in R&d to advance the state-of-the-art in 

superconductor-insulator-superconductor (sis) mixer technology for 

frequencies beyond the useful operating range of niobium (~700 Ghz). this 

is a joint effort of the NRao and the university of virginia microfabrication 

laboratory (uvml) that is of particular relevance to the atacama large 

millimeter/submillimeter array (alma) and to Nasa’s airborne stratospheric 

observatory for infrared astronomy (soFia).

the latest decadal survey of 
astronomy and astrophysics conducted 
by the National academy of sciences, 
astro2010, released its pre-publication 
report 13 august 2010. it recommends 
priorities to funding agencies, the u.s. 
Congress, the science community, and 

the public for the most important 
activities in astronomy and astrophysics 
for the coming decade. 

Many NRAO scientific staff participated 
in this decadal survey, collaborating with 
the astronomy community to determine 
the major scientific and instrumentation 
priorities for the coming decade and to 
identify the primary scientific themes 
in radio astronomy. NRao scientists 
co-authored numerous science and 
technical white papers that described a 
compelling program of groundbreaking 

research across the field and built on 
the community’s investments in alma, 
evla, Gbt, and the vlba. these white 
papers also crafted an innovative vision 
for next-generation research facilities 
such as the Frequency agile solar 
Radio telescope (FasR), the North 

american Nanohertz observatory for 
Gravitational Waves (NaNoGrav), the 
hydrogen epoch of Reionization array 
(heRa), and the square Kilometre 
array (sKa). 

Radio, millimeter, and submillimeter 
(Rms) wavelength science fared well in 
the astro2010 report. the committee 
proposed a new NsF mid-scale 
Innovations Program and identified 
several compelling radio-wavelength 
projects, including FasR, heRa, and 
NaNoGrav. the Cerro Chajnantor 

atacama telescope (CCat) was the 
top-ranked medium-scale ground-
based project, and the committee 
recognized the enormous scientific 
potential of CCat-alma synergies. 
however, though the committee voiced 
enthusiasm for sKa science, they did not 

see a clear path to its implementation in 
the coming decade.

to bring together the broad Rms 
community to discuss the impact of 
the astro2010 report on community 
initiatives and the implementation of 
the decadal survey’s science priorities, 
the NRao is organizing a major science 
meeting in santa Fe, New mexico 
in march 2011 entitled, “building on 
New Worlds, New horizons: New 
science from sub-millimeter to meter 
Wavelengths.” 

[the decadal survey] recommends priorities to funding 
agencies, the u.s. congress, the science community, and  

the public for the most important activities in astronomy  
and astrophysics for the coming decade.

Astro2010 Decadal Survey on the World Wide Web
http://science.nrao.edu/a2010

http://sites.nationalacademies.org/bpa/BPA_049810

the Astro2010 decadal survey
New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy & Astrophysics:

NRAO Fy2010 annual Report • Engines of Exploration
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the NRao conducted three Calls 

for proposals in Fiscal year 2010, with 

proposal submission deadlines of  

1 october 2009, 1 February and 1 June 

2010 (trimesters 2010-a, b, and C). the 

community submitted 249, 207, and 209 

proposals in response to the october, 

February, and June Calls for proposals. 

the Gbt and the evla/vlba proposal 

selection Committees (psC) met within 

two months of each deadline to review 

the referee rankings and technical 

reports for all proposals and provide a 

recommended science program to the 

NRAO Director’s Office.

beginning with the october 2009 Call, 

proposals for observing time on the 

vlba, evla, and Gbt were considered 

for designation as NRao Key science 

projects. this designation is intended 

to identify and enable the successful 

completion of those projects that are 

timely, fundamental, and likely to have a 

significant science impact on the wider 

astronomy and astrophysics communities. 

the designation of an approved observing 

program as a Key science project is based 

on its scientific ranking from the proposal 

review process, nomination by the NRao 

PSC, and final selection and approval by 

the director’s Review.

NRAO Science Program & Key Science Projects on the World Wide Web
http://science.nrao.edu/science/programs2010.shtml

http://science.nrao.edu/science/keysciproj.shtml

science Operations
The NRAO Science Program & Key Science Projects

Supernova illustration by Bill Saxton, NRAO/AUI/NSF 7



the atacama large millimeter/submillimeter array (alma) is a 

transformative instrument in its scientific concept, engineering design, and 

organization as a global scientific endeavor that will be used by a substantial 

fraction of the astronomical community. ALMA will include fifty 12-meter 

antennas in an extended interferometric array, plus twelve 7-meter antennas 

and four 12-meter antennas in a compact array, operating at frequencies 

from 80 – 900 GHz at more than 5,000 meters altitude in northern Chile. 

among the largest advances in ground-based astronomy, alma will achieve 

an order of magnitude or more improvement in millimeter-wave sensitivity, 

frequency coverage, resolution, imaging, and spectral capabilities. alma 

will impact every field of astrophysics and open new scientific frontiers, 

enabling astronomers to study the first stars and galaxies, directly image 

the disks in which planets are formed, and probe enigmatic regions of our 

universe that are optically dark but that shine brightly in the millimeter 

portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

alma construction started in 2003 and continued to make substantial 

progress through Fy 2010. When construction is complete in 2013, 

alma will consist of 66 of the most precise, high-tech antennas ever 

built, operating from a high-elevation atacama desert site that is one of 

the best in the world for astronomical research. providing capabilities and 

wavelength coverage that complement those of other research facilities, 

the international scientific community will use ALMA synergistically with 

other front-line observatories of the coming decade, such as the expanded 

very large array, the James Webb space telescope, and the large synoptic 

survey telescope.

alma is a partnership of europe, Japan, and North america in cooperation 

with the Republic of Chile. in europe, alma is funded by the european 

organisation for astronomical Research in the southern hemisphere (eso), 

and in Japan by the National institutes of Natural sciences in cooperation 

with the academia sinica in taiwan, and in North america by the u.s. 

National science Foundation in cooperation with the National Research 

Council of Canada and the National science Council of taiwan. alma 

construction and operations are led on behalf of europe by eso, on 

behalf of Japan by the National astronomical observatory of Japan, 

and on behalf of North america by the NRao, which is managed 

by associated universities, inc. 

The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array  – Altiplano de Chajnantor, Chile

pRObiNg OuR cOsmic ORigiNs  
& the cOld uNiveRse
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SIte CONStRUCtION
the three alma facilities now under construction in Chile constitute 

the Joint alma observatory (Jao): the array operations site (aos) 

at 5,100-meters elevation on the Chajnantor plain near san pedro de 

atacama in northern Chile; the operations support Facility (osF) at 

2,900 meters elevation, just 28 km from the Array Operations Site; and 

the JAO Santiago Central Offices (SCO) in Chile’s capital. The OSF is 

the operations center for the Joint alma observatory. staff at the aos 

are limited to the absolute minimum due to the harsh, high-elevation 

environment. a private access road connects Chilean highway 23 to 

the osF (at kilometer-marker 15) and to the aos, 43 km from the 

highway. this road is up to 14 meters wide to accommodate the alma 

transporter. the access road was resurfaced in 2010.

major civil construction at the aos in 2010 included antenna 

foundations, roads that link the antennas and the technical building, and 

infrastructure for the electrical and fiber optic network. 

 

 

Reliable electrical power has been a major site challenge. the original plan 

to connect alma to the public electricity grid had to be abandoned owing 

to difficulties with energy supply negotiations and changed fuel market 

conditions. instead, a standalone power generation plant at the osF using 

multi-fuel turbines was selected and designed, and procurement began in 

2009. the electrical power distribution system is under construction and 

will be operational across the alma site in august 2011.

the GROWING ALMA ARRAY 
the precision alma antennas and support electronics continued to 

arrive in Chile throughout 2010 from three continents: North america, 

europe, and asia. Final alma antenna assembly occurs at the osF, as do 

all Assembly, Integration, and Verification (AIV) activities for antennas and 

ancillary hardware. upon completion of aiv, antennas are moved by the 

alma transporter to the aos.  

 

vertexRsi, a division of General dynamics satCom technologies based 

in Texas, is manufacturing the twenty-five precision 12-meter antennas that 

are North american deliverables. by the end of Fy 2010, vertexRsi had 

ALMA will impact every field 
of astrophysics and open new 
scientific frontiers, enabling 

astronomers to study the first 
stars and galaxies, directly 
image the disks in which 

planets are formed, and probe 
enigmatic regions of our 

universe that are optically 
dark but that shine brightly in 
the millimeter portion of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. 

Credit: ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO), J. Guarda
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delivered sixteen 12-meter antennas to the alma site. seven of these 

vertexRsi antennas had completed aiv and were in operation at the aos. 

the mitsubishi electric Corporation (melCo) of Japan is manufacturing 

the four 12-meter and twelve 7-meter antennas of the atacama Compact 

array that will enhance alma’s ability to image extended radio sources. 

by the end of Fy 2010, melCo had delivered all four 12-meter antennas 

to the Jao. two of the melCo 12-meter antennas completed aiv and one 

of these antennas was in operation at the aos. Five of the twelve melCo 

7-meter antennas were also on site in Chile by the completion of Fy 2010.

the aem Consortium – thales alenia space, european industrial 

Engineering, MT Mechatronics – is building the twenty-five 12-meter 

antennas that are european deliverables. six of the aem antennas were 

on site in Chile by the end of Fy 2010 and in various stages of assembly 

at the osF.

AlmA passed a crucial project 
milestone on 25 November 2009, 
linking the first three antennas 

delivered to the Array Operations 
site as an interferometer and 

achieving “phase closure.” this 
milestone tested the end-to-end 
electronic and software systems 
and demonstrated that AlmA is 
capable of producing images of 

unprecedented quality. 

NRAO Fy2010 annual Report • Engines of Exploration
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the WORLD’S FASteSt SUPeRCOMPUteR
the heart of the extended array is its correlator, a dedicated super-

computer and digital data processor capable of more than 1016 operations 

per second that was designed and built by the NRao technology Center. 

The ALMA correlator is housed at the AOS Technical Building. The first 

and second quadrants of the alma correlator were in active use at the 

aos throughout 2010, supporting astronomical observations for antenna 

Integration & Verification (AIV), and Commissioning & Science Verification 

(Csv). the third correlator quadrant was delivered to the aos in may 

2010. The fourth and final correlator quadrant was completed at the 

NRao technology Center in 2010 and will remain in active use as a 

computing test bed until it is disassembled and shipped to Chile in 2011. 

the Correlator for the atacama Compact array was installed and tested 

by the National astronomical observatory of Japan in July 2010.

FRONt & BACK eNDS
the electronics and ancillary hardware along the signal path from the 

antenna feed horn to, and including, the receiver is the antenna “front end.” 

the alma North america Front end integration Center (FeiC) at the 

NRao in Charlottesville, virginia has been completed and substantially 

commissioned, and Front end assemblies are being routinely completed, 

tested, and shipped to Chile. ten Front end assemblies that were fully 

functional in four alma frequency bands were completed and shipped 

to Chile in Fy 2010 from the three FeiCs in North america, europe, and 

east asia. 

The Band 3 (84-116 GHz) and Band 6 (211-275 GHz) receiver cartridges 

are North american deliverables, and production for both bands is on 

schedule.

the delivery schedule for the phase 1 photonic local oscillator that provides 

critical timing for up to 16 antennas was successfully accelerated to support 

achieving “first fringes” in 2009. Phase 2 of the Photonic Local Oscillator will be 

delivered by early 2011 and will accommodate 66 antennas, with expansion 

capability for up to 80 antennas and six sub-arrays. Production Back End 

electronics were installed and are operating in antennas at the aos and osF. 

COMPUtING
the scope of the alma end-to-end software system runs from proposal 

and program preparation, through dynamic scheduling and the observing 

process, to data archiving, automatic science image creation, data processing, 

and support for archival research. 

the Common astronomy software applications (Casa) package 

supports the data post-processing needs of the next generation of radio 

astronomical telescopes, including alma, and is a key North american 

deliverable that includes a versatile simulator task (simdata). the NRao 

also has a major role in developing and deploying the monitor & Control 

software that runs the antennas and alma system at the Jao. 

A magnitude 8.8 earthquake shook Chile early Saturday morning, 27 February 2010. Centered 335 km 

southwest of Santiago, this was the strongest earthquake ever recorded in Chile and was followed by 240 

significant aftershocks in the next 12 days. Though no ALMA employees were injured, the earthquake was 

a traumatic event for all Chileans, and ALMA personnel based in Chile were given leave to be with their 

families. The quake caused no damage at the ALMA site in northern Chile, though the Santiago offices 

sustained minor damage. ALMA emergency preparedness plans were reviewed and revised to reflect the 

lessons learned. Associated Universities, Inc. donated to the international earthquake relief efforts and 

facilitated AUI/NRAO employee donations.

SANTIAGO

Arica

Iquique

Antofagasta

Coquimbo

Punta Arenas

Puerto
Montt

SOUTH
PACIFIC
OCEAN

ARGENTINA

C
H

IL
E

BOLIVIA

PERU

Salar de
Atacama

Visit ALMA on the World Wide Web 

http://science.nrao.edu/alma
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hosted at the NRao headquarters, the North 

american alma science Center (NaasC) functions 

as the portal to science with alma for the North 

american community. under development since 

2007, the NaasC provides critical community access, 

resources, capabilities, and services for advancing 

knowledge and understanding of our universe with 

alma. the NaasC leverages the wealth of relevant 

scientific and technical expertise at the NRAO, 

including the observatory’s 30+ years of experience 

in science operations for novice, intermediate, and 

expert users of interferometric arrays. like the 

successful science support centers pioneered by the 

Nasa Great observatories, the NaasC will provide 

a comprehensive and creative end-to-end user 

support model.

in 2010, the NaasC staff focused on preparations for 

early science with alma, supporting commissioning 

and science verification with the Joint ALMA 

observatory, science community outreach initiatives, 

and an ambitious proposal to the National science 

Foundation for North american alma science 

operations in Fy 2012–2015. 

tOWARDS ALMA eARLY SCIeNCe: 
COMMISSIONING & SCIeNCe 
VeRIFICAtION
alma science commissioning began 22 January 2010, 

and preparation for the first science observing with 

ALMA accelerated through 2010. The first call for 

ALMA observing proposals is expected in the first 

quarter of 2011. early science will begin in late 2011, 

as planned. during early science, alma is expected 

to include at least 16 antennas, 4 receiver bands, 

baselines to 0.25 km, and single field interferometry. 

NaasC scientists based in Charlottesville deployed 

to the alma sites in northern Chile and santiago 

throughout 2010 to participate in Commissioning 

and Science Verification (CSV) with the Joint ALMA 

observatory staff, training for science operations, and 

acquiring hands-on experience with alma science 

data. NaasC staff retrieved, reduced, analyzed, and 

troubleshot Csv datasets to become expert in 

observing and data reduction techniques while also 

developing test datasets for community tutorials. 

NaasC staff participated in test and evaluation of all 

major end-user software systems, such as the alma 

observing tool, ensuring readiness for early science. 

the NaasC made substantial progress in 2010 in 

the test and deployment of the Common astronomy 

Software Applications (CASA) system, the offline 

data reduction and analysis software package 

being developed for use with alma and evla. 

the NaasC also supported the development 

of the alma simulator and initiated creation of 

a simulations library for observers. the NRao 

deployed Kayako, a modern helpdesk system, in 2010, 

the portal to AlmA science:
North American ALMA Science Center – Charlottesville, Virginia

aaRoN evaNs
North American ALMA Science Center & University of Virginia

FIVe thOUSAND MILeS FROM the ALMA CONStRUCtION IN NORtheRN ChILe,  
aaron evans is part of a team of NRao scientists who are engaged in making alma accessible to the 
North american science community. via a joint NRao – university of virginia (uva) appointment, 
evans is also an associate professor of astronomy, enabling him to teach while participating in alma 
scientific operations. Evans is also crafting a partnership to help Howard University expand its astronomy 
program and help more african americans get into astronomy. “our goal is to offer minority students 
opportunities for research during the academic year or over the summer.” 

evans was born into a military family and lived in the phillipines and Japan as a youth. “i read an article 
about Newton, Galileo, and Kepler and was captivated by an image of Newton holding a prism as light 
passed through it,” evans recalls. “that kindled my interest in astronomy.” after a bs at the university of 
michigan, evans obtained his ms and phd in astronomy from the university of hawaii. as a post-doc 
at the California institute of technology, he observed with the hubble space telescope and the owens 
valley millimeter array, then taught at stony brook university for a decade prior to joining the NRao 
and uva. 

Evans’s scientific interests include colliding galaxies and associated phenomena, such as starbursts, research 
that requires optical to mid-infrared imaging, and near infrared and submillimeter spectroscopy. “over the 
last decade, the connection between star formation in galaxies and supermassive black holes has become 
a scientific issue of broad interest,” he notes. “The high resolution and exquisite millimeter-wave sensitivity 
of alma will soon open a broad swath of new discovery space for this and other research. it’s a very 
exciting time to be an astronomer.”

NRAO Fy2010 annual Report • Engines of Exploration
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Visit ALMA/NAASC on the World Wide Web

science.nrao.edu/alma/intro-naasc.shtml

a system also used by the spitzer space telescope 

and herschel space observatory. the NRao is also 

developing splatalogue, a readily accessible database 

of atomic and molecular transitions that emit at radio 

wavelengths. splatalogue collates, rationalizes, and 

extends existing spectroscopic resources for use by 

the astronomical community and contains almost 6 

million spectral lines.

COMMUNICAtING WIth the 
SCIeNCe COMMUNItY 
the NaasC internet presence is a vital 

communication tool. a completely re-designed 

alma/NaasC science web site was created in 

early Fy 2010, incorporating a new design, navigation, 

structure, and content. after extensive usability 

testing, this site successfully debuted 31 december 

2009 and was frequently updated throughout 2010. 

the NaasC organized a well-attended “preparing 

for alma” special session at the may 2010 american 

astronomical society (aas) meeting. this session 

described the alma early science opportunities, as 

well as the alma tools and support available through 

the NaasC. planning for a follow-on special session 

– “observing with alma” – was initiated for the 

January 2011 aas meeting. the NaasC, the National 

Research Council of Canada (NRC), and the Center 

for Chemistry of the universe also initiated planning 

and organization for a major science conference 

titled “alma: extending the limits of astrophysical 

spectroscopy” in victoria, british Columbia, 15-17 

January 2011. 

an alma primer was published by the NRC 

in 2010 and received wide distribution via the 

NaasC and NRC web sites, and at Canadian and 

u.s. science community meetings. designed to assist 

interferometry novices and experts, the primer 

includes extensive background information on alma 

and radio interferometry, and valuable examples of 

alma science observation planning. 

CRystal bRoGaN
NRAO Associate Astronomer

CRystal bRoGaN is aN assoCiate astRoNomeR iN the NRao NoRth ameRiCaN alma 
science Center, where she is the head of science support and is the alma subsystem scientist for the 
Common astronomy software applications (Casa) system. the Casa software is being developed to 
support the calibration, imaging, and analysis of data for the next generation of radio telescopes, including 
alma and evla. Casa development is the responsibility of an international consortium of scientists 
based at the NRao, the european southern observatory, the National astronomical observatory of 
Japan, the CsiRo australia telescope National Facility, and the Netherlands institute for Radio astronomy. 
Crystal is also an adjunct faculty member in the university of virginia astronomy department.

Crystal grew up in Roanoke, VA where she was, and still remains, an avid reader of science fiction.  Her 
deep curiosity about physics and astronomy grew out of this pastime.  after receiving her b.s. in physics 
from James madison university, Crystal completed a ph.d. in physics and astronomy at the university of 
Kentucky. prior to arriving at the NRao as a tenure-track astronomer, she held a Jansky post-doctoral 
Fellowship at the NRao in socorro, Nm, and was a James Clerk maxwell telescope Fellow at the 
institute for astronomy at the university of hawaii.

Crystal’s research interests are focused on the birth and death of massive stars. her current projects are 
aimed at understanding the process of high-mass star formation, including how massive proto-clusters 
and proto-stars form in our Galaxy, the role of water masers in super star clusters, and the role of 
magnetic fields in the star formation process. She is also interested in the interactions between supernova 
remnants and molecular clouds, and is the principal investigator for high-resolution 74 mhz and 330 mhz 
surveys of the inner Galaxy that are searching for the missing Galactic supernovae remnants.
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the expanded very large array (evla) is a centimeter-wavelength radio 

telescope of twenty-seven 25-meter antennas that provides outstanding 

sensitivity, frequency coverage, and imaging capability. the evla is 

opening new scientific frontiers and explicitly addressing four primary 

science themes: measuring the strength and topology of cosmic magnetic 

fields; imaging young stars and massive black holes in dust-enshrouded 

environments; following the rapid evolution of energetic phenomena; and  

studying the formation and evolution of stars, galaxies, and active Galactic 

Nuclei (aGN). 

at the end of Fy 2010, the evla project is on schedule and its budget is 

healthy. the technical risk associated with construction is largely retired, and 

the challenges are now science commissioning. 

the u.s. National science Foundation provides the primary funding for the 

evla project, with additional contributions from the National Research 

Council in Canada and the Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y tecnologia in 

mexico.

INAUGURAtING the eVLA eRA 
the evla project achieved key milestones on schedule in early 2010: the 

old VLA correlator was turned off in January 2010; the array configuration 

cycle was modified to facilitate commissioning of the new Wideband 

interferometric digital architecture (WidaR) correlator and limit initial 

evla data rates; and early science programs were initiated. 

all WidaR correlator circuit boards have been delivered and installed 

at the evla site, and correlation was achieved with the entire array in 

Expanded Very Large Array  – San Agustin Plain, New Mexico

A New eRA fOR ceNtimeteR-wAveleNgth scieNce

the conversion of all vlA antennas 
to the evlA design was completed 

in may 2010. wideband receiver 
production remains on schedule and 

performance has been excellent. 
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may 2010. the WidaR correlator provides superb spectral resolution and 

fidelity over very wide instantaneous frequency bands, enables full-beam 

images with high spatial resolution, and dramatically improves continuum 

sensitivity. 

the conversion of all vla antennas to the evla design was completed 

in may 2010. Wideband receiver production remains on schedule and 

performance has been excellent. all modules required for the evla local 

oscillator/intermediate Frequency system were completed in 2010, as 

were all modules for the data transmission system, with the exception of 

the high speed samplers.

evla science support software development made excellent progress 

in 2010. the proposal submission tool was successfully updated to 

support the early science observing modes. the web-based observation 

Preparation Tool that configures instrumentation, maintains target sources 

and calibrators catalogs, and assembles observing programs was released 

to observers in January 2010 for Early Science observations. The first public 

release of the Casa data reduction software occurred in december 2009, 

and Casa has successfully served as the evla data reduction package. 

the observation scheduling tool completed functional testing and will be 

integrated in the evla system in 2011. the archive access tool supports 

the required range of data download formats. 

eVLA eARLY SCIeNCe 
two evla early science programs began in march 2010: an open shared 

Risk observing (osRo) program for the general user community; and a 

Resident shared Risk observing (RsRo) program that offers full access 

to the growing WidaR correlator capabilities in exchange for a period 

of residence in socorro and assistance with science commissioning. both 

programs employ peer-review via the normal NRao refereeing and time 

allocation processes.

Observing proposal pressure increased in 2010, reflecting the community’s 

anticipation for the EVLA capabilities and science. The first OSRO program 

observations were acquired 2 march 2010; the program will continue 

through evla construction completion in 2012. the RsRo program is 

engaging the community and accelerating the development of evla 

scientific capabilities. An average of seven scientists from the community 

– graduate students to “black belt” radio astronomers – have been in daily 

residence in socorro, working alongside NRao staff, and contributing to 

evla commissioning. the RsRo program will be allocated up to 25% of 

available evla science time through 2011.

eVLA COMMISSIONING & SCIeNCe VeRIFICAtION
In 2010, the EVLA Commissioning and Science Verification (CSV) team 

established a group structure for commissioning tasks, interleaving science 

observations, testing, and commissioning. the Csv team also established 

a set of tools and procedures for tracking, communicating, and organizing 

their efforts, and a detailed executable plan. the Csv priorities in Fy 2010 

included expanding the evla bandwidth as soon as possible so as to 

2010

EVLA WIDEBAND RECEIVER AVAILABILITY

L Band 1–2 GHz

S Band 2–4 GHz

C Band 4–8 GHz

X Band 8–12 GHz

Ku Band 12–18 GHz

K Band 18–26 GHz

Ka Band 26–40 GHz

Q Band 40–50 GHz

2011 2012
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maximize new science. additional near-term priorities included improving 

the system robustness, providing the multiple sub-band operation required 

for wide bandwidths, and extending the array’s time in D-configuration to 

accommodate wide bandwidth science. medium-term priorities included 

science commissioning of wide bandwidth observing methodologies, system 

stability, calibration techniques, scheduling heuristics, data distribution, flagging, 

data reduction techniques, and imaging and algorithm development.

Following the January 2010 shutdown of the vla correlator, the Csv 

priority has been to establish robust operation of the basic osRo modes. 

as of mid-may, approximately 600 hours of science observing had been 

completed, including about 72 hours of rapid response science. high 

frequency observing was initiated 28 March 2010, and the first observations 

employing multiple WIDAR correlator configurations in a single scheduling 

block took place 20 april 2010.

the evla Csv priorities have been determined in consultation with 

the community via the march 2009 evla advisory Committee (eaC) 

meeting and the December 2008 Science Advisory Committee for the 

evla (saGe) meeting. the eaC and saGe were re-invented in 2010 

as the panel to advise on science and evla operations (paseo), 

which met for the first time 15-16 July and provided valuable CSV input. 

AMeRICAN ReCOVeRY & ReINVeStMeNt ACt 
the availability of funding from the american Recovery and Reinvestment 

act (aRRa) enabled the NRao research facilities in New mexico to 

address critical deferred maintenance items, including the purchase of 

evla track materials, telescope azimuth bearings, and transformers.

Left: The Wideband Interferometric Digital Architecture (WIDAR) correlator is the supercomputing heart of the EVLA. Designed by the National Research Council – Dominion Radio 

Astrophysical Observatory of the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics in Canada, the WIDAR correlator circuit boards, such as the board shown here, are among the largest ever 

manufactured.  Right: The 12th Synthesis Imaging Workshop was held 8-15 June 2010 at the NRAO Domenici Science Operations Center and on the campus of the New Mexico 

Institute of Mining and Technology in Socorro. The workshop hosted 154 participants from 14 countries who attended four days of lectures and two days of data reduction tutorials. 

Participants included graduate and undergraduate students, post-doctoral reseachers, scientific and engineering staff, and university faculty.

Vist EVLA on the World Wide Web 

http://science.nrao.edu/evla
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  SCIeNCe hIGhLIGht

peering behind the curtain  
of early galaxy formation
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE TEAM: Dominik Riechers, Peter Capak, Nick Scoville, and Lin Yan (Caltech); Chris Carilli (NRAO); Pierre Cox 

and Roberto Neri (IRAM); Eva Schinner (MPIA); and Frank Bertoldi (Univ. Bonn) 

aided by the new evla Wideband interferometric digital architecture (WidaR) correlator, a new evla 

receiver (Ka-band: 26-40 Ghz), and the upgraded plateau de bure interferometer (pdbi) correlator, a team of 

astronomers has discovered and studied a surprisingly massive molecular gas reservoir in the most distant known 

submillimeter galaxy (smG), an enigmatic object known as azteC-3. smGs are massive, gas-rich galaxies in the 

early universe that undergo intense, dust-enshrouded star formation.

the galaxy azteC-3 is located in a young cluster of galaxies at an enormous distance (redshift z ~ 5.3) and 

look-back time (just 1 Gyr after the big bang). the strength of the observed Co emission in azteC-3 indicates 

that the mass of molecular gas, the fuel for star formation, residing in this smG is enormous: 5x1010 solar masses. 

This amount of molecular gas is sufficient to maintain the intense 1800 solar masses/yr star-formation rate seen 

in azteC-3 for at least 30 million years, increasing the galaxy’s stellar mass by up to six times.

the discovery of a massive, metal-enriched gas reservoir in a luminous starburst galaxy such as azteC-3 at the 

heart of a large, high-redshift proto-cluster provides new insights into the formation of massive galaxies in the 

early universe, when the universe was less than one-twelfth of its present age. 

Above: The CO(2-1) emission from the most distant hyper-starburst galaxy (AzTEC-3), at z = 5.3, about 1 billion years after the 

Big Bang. This EVLA data shows the cold gas fueling the star formation and indicates more than 1010 solar masses of dense gas 

in this still-forming elliptical galaxy (Riechers et al, 2010).

Left: Velocity spectra of the broad CO 2-1 line emission. The curve indicates Gaussian-shaped fit to the emission lines. Without 

the WIDAR correlator, only a fifth of the velocity range covered in CO 2-1 could have been observed in one setup. It would have 

been impossible to determine the line profile, and a substantial fraction of the line emission would have been missed.
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 SCIeNCe hIGhLIGht

A Zeeman split:  
magnetic fields & star formation
SCIENCE TEAM:  A. P. Sarma (DePaul Univ.) and E. Momjian (NRAO) 

Magnetic fields likely play an important role in the star formation process. The nature of this role is not yet 

clear, though, primarily due to the scarcity of observational data on magnetic fields in star-forming regions. The 

Zeeman effect -- the splitting of a spectral line into several components in the presence of a static magnetic field 

-- remains the most direct method for measuring magnetic field strengths. 

using a new receiver capability (Ka-band: 27-40 Ghz) and 13 antennas of the expanded very large array, 

astronomers have achieved the first detection of the Zeeman effect in a 36 GHz methanol (CH3oh) maser. 

methanol masers are recognized as excellent tracers of the physical conditions in massive star-forming regions 

on a variety of scales, from 1 to 1000 astronomical units. these evla observations were carried out towards an 

interesting high mass star-forming region, M8E, that is embedded is a dense molecular core and is located in our 

Galaxy at a distance of 1.5 kiloparsecs.

the evla methanol maser observations analyzed by sarma and momjian have led to a direct measurement of 

the magnetic field strength in the M8E star-forming region: 31milliGauss. Given our knowledge of the densities 

at which 36 Ghz Ch3OH masers are excited, this indicates that the magnetic field is dynamically significant in 

the M8E star-forming region.

Stokes I = (RCP+LCP)/2

Stokes V = (RCP-LCP)/2

V=(RCP-LCP)/2

dI/dv scaled by
Blos= -31.3 mG
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Figure 1 (top): Since the expected Zeeman splitting is much less than the line width, the magnetic field is derived from the 

Stokes V spectrum computed from the left and right circular polarization (LCP and RCP, respectively). The Stokes I (top) and 

V (bottom) maser line profiles shown here were observed northwest of the M8E region maser line peak. The fitted curve 

superposed on the Stokes V spectrum exhibits a scaled derivative of the Stokes I spectrum known as a “Zeeman pattern” that 

yields an observed line-of-sight magnetic field strength of -31.3 +/- 3.5 mGauss.
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  SCIeNCe hIGhLIGht

probing the dark Ages
SCIENCE TEAM: Poonam Chandra (Royal Military College); Dale A. Frail (NRAO); Derek Fox (Pennsylvania State Univ.); Shrivinas 

Kulkarni (Caltech); Edo Berger (Harvard Univ.); S. Bradley Cenko (UC-Berkeley); Douglas C.-J. Bock (CARMA); Fiona Harrison & Mansi 

Kasliwal (Pennsylvania State Univ.). 

on april 23, 2009, Nasa’s swift satellite detected the most distant cosmic explosion ever recorded, a cataclysmic 

event known as a Gamma Ray Burst (GRB). GRBs are flashes of gamma-rays associated with explosions in 

distant galaxies that can last from milliseconds to nearly an hour. an international team of scientists quickly 

determined that this explosion, known as GRb 090423, had occurred more than 13 billion light-

years from earth, and 630 million years after the big bang, when the universe was only 4% of 

its current age of 13.7 billion years. telescopes around the world were enlisted to study the blast, 

including the NRao very large array (vla).

The VLA first looked for GRB 090423 at radio wavelengths the day after its discovery. The first radio 

waves from the blast were detected a week later, and the object was monitored until it faded from view more 

than two months later. Combining data from the vla with data from x-ray and infrared telescopes, the team 

analyzed the physical conditions of the blast, obtaining a unique look into the very early universe. the scientists 

concluded that the explosion was more energetic than most GRbs, was a nearly spherical blast, and that it 

expanded into a tenuous and relatively uniform gaseous medium surrounding the star.

GRb 090423 opened a window into a cosmological era that has not previously been accessible. the cosmic dark 

Ages ended 800 - 900 million years after the Big Bang, when light from the first generation of stars and galaxies 

re-ionized the previously neutral gas pervading the universe. as more GRbs are detected from these early times, 

it will be possible to trace the progress of this re-ionization through its evolution to the intergalactic medium 

that permeates our universe today. New telescope systems, such as the atacama large millimeter/submillimeter 

array, the expanded very large array, and the James Webb space telescope, will soon enable scientists to learn 

much more about GRb energies, environments, and physics. 

 

Gamma Ray Burst 090423 (center) as seen by NASA’s 

Swift satellite. The image is a composite of data from 

Swift’s Ultraviolet/Optical and X-Ray telescopes (NASA/

Swift/Stefan Immler).
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the Green bank telescope (Gbt) is the premier single-dish radio telescope operating at centimeter 
and millimeter wavelengths. its receivers extend from 300 mhz - 50 Ghz, with a 64-pixel bolometer 
array at 81-98 GHz in routine operation, and a 68-92 GHz heterodyne receiver under construction 
for 4mm band spectroscopy. the Gbt has a suite of detectors optimized for spectroscopy, pulsar 
observations, continuum, and very long baseline interferometry (vlbi). located in the National 
Radio Quiet Zone, the GBT benefits from a low radio-frequency interference environment. The GBT 
surface has an accuracy of 250 μm, yielding an aperture efficiency of 35% at 90 GHz. Observations 
are scheduled dynamically to match scientific requirements to the weather conditions. 

The Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope – Green Bank, WV

the lARgest fully  
steeRAble siNgle-dish  
RAdiO telescOpe

holography of the gbt dish 
indicates that the surface  

root-mean-square error on small 
scales has been reduced to 250 

microns: the enormous 2.3 acres  
of gbt surface is now routinely 

 set to an accuracy of less than the 
diameter of five human hairs. 
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SURFACe hOLOGRAPhY
the Gbt team made substantial improvements to the telescope’s surface 

accuracy and aperture efficiency using surface holography capabilities 

developed in 2010. holography of the Gbt dish in 2010 indicates that the 

surface root-mean-square error on small scales has been reduced to 250 

microns: the enormous 2.3 acres of Gbt surface is now routinely set to an 

accuracy of less than the diameter of five human hairs. During night-time 

conditions, this surface accuracy yields 60% aperture efficiency at 43 GHz, 

and 35% aperture efficiency for high-frequency observing at 90 GHz.

CAMeRA DeVeLOPMeNt
the NRao is designing, building, and commissioning new camera systems 

that will provide the next quantum leap in Gbt science capabilities, including 

conventional feed horn arrays, phased array receivers, and bolometer arrays. 

the camera development program is a collaboration between the NRao 

and more than twenty university, college, and industry research groups.

Multiplexed SQUID teS Array at Ninety Gigahertz (MUStANG)
MUSTANG is the first of a new generation of GBT camera systems. A 

64-pixel bolometer array that uses transition edge sensor (tes) technology, 

mustaNG has been commissioned and in full science operations at the 

Gbt since october 2009. the Gbt-mustaNG combination yields a 0.4 

mJy r.m.s. over a 3 x 3 arcminute field-of-view in one hour of integration time, 

with an angular resolution of 9 arcseconds. a proposal has been submitted 

to the National science Foundation for mustaNG2, a more sensitive, 

larger field-of-view detector array of micro-strip coupled TES detectors 

that would achieve background photon-noise limited performance. 

K-Band Focal Plane Array 
A 7-pixel, 18-26 GHz focal plane array of traditional heterodyne receivers 

for the Gbt, the K-band Focal plane array is a new camera system that was 

successfully commissioned in march and april 2010 and is now available to 

the astronomical community for shared-risk observations. this array is the 

first GBT instrument to have a full data reduction pipeline. 

The Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope – Green Bank, WV

the lARgest fully  
steeRAble siNgle-dish  
RAdiO telescOpe

Right: The GBT surface holography campaign of 

2009 - 2010 employed microwave (12 GHz) 

holography to dramatically improve the telescope’s 

surface accuracy and aperture efficiency. The left 

image illustrates the GBT surface errors at the 

dish’s 2209 actuators in January 2009, prior to the 

holography campaign. Malfunctioning and out-of-

service surface actuators caused the largest errors. 

The right image demonstrates the much improved 

GBT surface accuracy in 2010, measured after the 

application of actuator position corrections determined by microwave holography during stable, night-time conditions.  Below: A MUSTANG (81-99 GHz) image of the Orion 

star-forming region rendered with a linear (left) and a logarithmic scale (right) to demonstrate the dynamic range of more than a factor of 1000. The symbols show the 

positions of the four, well-known Trapezium stars; the largest symbol is for Θ1 C Orionis, the primary ionization source. This image represents 5.6 hr of integration time with 

MUSTANG at the Green Bank Telescope and has a root-mean-square noise of 2.8 mJy beam–1.
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DIGItAL SIGNAL PROCeSSING
the Gbt digital signal-processing program focused in 2010 on further 

development of a new pulsar backend, the Green bank ultimate pulsar 

Processing Instrument (GUPPI). GUPPI is a field-programmable gate array 

(FPGA) based pulsar processing instrument that provides 200-800 MHz 

bandwidths with 2048-4096 spectral channels, full Stokes parameters, 

and integration times as short as 41 µsec. Guppi became available in 

2009 for astronomical observations using an incoherent filter bank. 

additional Guppi capabilities, including coherent de-dispersion modes, 

became available in 2010. Guppi is a collaboration between the NRao, 

the university of California – berkeley, the university of Cincinnati, and 

xilinx, inc.

DYNAMIC SCheDULING
the Gbt dynamic scheduling system was released in october 2009, 

replacing the previous GBT system and significantly increasing the flexibility 

of the telescope scheduling process. the system improves Gbt observing 

efficiency, matching the observing schedule to current weather conditions 

while allowing each observer to retain interactive control of the telescope.

AMeRICAN ReCOVeRY AND ReINVeStMeNt ACt 
the availability of funding from the american Recovery & Reinvestment act 

(aRRa) for Fy2010 enabled the NRao research facilities in Green bank to 

address critical deferred maintenance, including Jansky lab roof repairs and 

the replacement of aging service vehicles with fuel-efficient models.

The K-Band focal plane array in the laboratory (left), and 

its installation on the GBT (above). Vist GBT on the World Wide Web 
http://science.nrao.edu/gbt
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  KeY SCIeNCe PROJeCt

in search of einstein’s  
gravitational waves
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE TEAM: A. Archibald (McGill Univ.); Z. Arzoumanian (CRESST/USRA/NASA-GSFC); D. Backer (UC-Berkeley); 

J. Cordes (Cornell); P. Demorest (NRAO); R. Ferdman (CNRS, France);  P. Freire (NAIC); M. Gonzalez (Univ. British Columbia); R. Jenet 

(Univ. TX - Brownsville); V. Kaspi (McGill Univ.); V. Kondratiev (West Virginia Univ.);  J. Lazio (NRL); A. Lommen (Franklin & Marshall 

College); D. Lorimer (West Virginia Univ.); R. Lynch (Univ. Virginia); M. McLaughlin (West Virginia Univ.); D. Nice (Bryn Mawr); S. Ransom 

(NRAO); R. Shannon (Cornell); X. Siemens (UW-Milwaukee); I. Stairs (Univ. British Columbia); D. Stinebring (Oberlin). 

A gravitational wave is a fluctuation in the curvature of space-time radiating from a source such as a supermassive 

black hole binary formed in a galactic merger. predicted by einstein’s general relativity theory, gravitational waves 

have not been directly detected. encouraged by improved technology, however, a team of astronomers has 

recently banded together as the North american Nanohertz observatory for Gravitational Waves (NaNoGrav) 

for just this purpose.

the NaNoGrav team seeks to measure small delays (caused by gravitational waves) in the light travel time 

between radio pulsars and radio telescopes, the pulsars serving as both light source and clock against which 

light travel time is measured. With a precisely measured array of radio pulsars, gravitational waves will manifest 

themselves as correlated disturbances in pulse arrival times. improved instrumentation and analysis over the next 

decade could yield a hundred pulsars measured to a precision of less than 100 nanoseconds. such a pulsar-timing 

array, observed regularly, would be capable of directly detecting gravitational waves. 

parameters that determine the sensitivity of a pulsar-timing array to gravitational waves are the number, timing 

precision, and sky distribution of the array’s pulsars. to succeed, NaNoGrav astronomers must improve pulsar 

timing with more frequent and regular measurements, search for new, stable millisecond pulsars to enlarge the 

array, and improve analyses of timing residuals.

the NaNoGrav collaboration will exploit existing and new radio astronomy telescopes and develop broader 

bandwidth instrumentation for better timing precision. enabling broadband observations requires improved 

techniques to account for interstellar medium propagation effects, frequency-dependent pulse profile changes, 

polarization calibration errors, and radio frequency interference. these developments are all underway, and the 

NANOGrav team is optimistic that gravitational waves will be directly detected within the next five to ten years.

Figure 1 (top): Comparison of current and planned gravitational wave (GW) detectors, showing characteristic strain (h
c
) 

sensitivity versus frequency along with expected source strengths for massive blackhole mergers (MBH-MBH) and cosmic 

strings. The Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO), the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA), and 

Pulsar-Timing-Arrays (PTAs) occupy complementary parts of the GW spectrum.
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 SCIeNCe hIGhLIGht

A broad-brush view of Our universe
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE TEAM:  Tzu-Ching Chang (Academia Sinica, Univ. Toronto), Ue-Li Pen (Univ. Toronto), Kevin Bandura & 

Jeffrey B. Peterson (Carnegie Mellon Univ.) 

to probe the past effects of cosmic dark energy — the force hypothesized to explain the increasing rate of 

expansion of the universe — astronomers need to know more about the structure of our universe at extreme 

cosmological distances. the 21 cm radio emission line of neutral hydrogen is a potentially useful tool for such 

research, but until now has been observable only in relatively nearby galaxies, those with redshift z < 0.24.  but 

now an international team of astronomers led by tzu-Ching Chang has employed an innovative technique called 

“intensity mapping” to achieve an impressive leap in the most distant detection of neutral hydrogen, enabling new 

studies of the large-scale structure of our universe. 

Chang and her colleagues cross-correlated a low-frequency neutral hydrogen map acquired at the NRao 

Green bank telescope with a smoothed, three-dimensional map of the optical imaging and spectroscopy from 

the deep2 galaxy survey conducted by marc davis (uC-berkeley) et al with the Keck telescopes. deep2 

defined a large sample of distant galaxies at redshift z ~ 1 for the study of the evolution of galaxies and large-

scale structure. using the intensity-mapping technique, Chang et al detected the mean 21cm neutral hydrogen 

emission from the distant deep2 galaxy sample, well beyond the previous distance record for such detections. 

demonstration of the intensity mapping technique pushes the study of the evolution of neutral hydrogen in 

galaxies to unprecedented distances, and provides a new path for the study of the evolution of large-scale 

structure, the cosmic expansion, and the nature of dark energy.
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The observed Green Bank Telescope radio flux in two slices through the intensity map over a redshift range of z = 0.70 – 1.12. 

Top: Before non-hydrogen sources are removed, they overwhelm the neutral hydrogen signal. The vertical stripes are caused 

by Earth-based signals, such as television broadcasts, that interfere with the detection of the distant neutral hydrogen. The 

horizontal stripes are caused by astronomical synchrotron radiation. Bottom: After removal of the unrelated continuum sources, 

the signal from neutral hydrogen can be seen and analyzed. 
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  SCIeNCe hIGhLIGht

high Resolution imaging of the  
sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE TEAM: B.S. Mason (NRAO); S. R. Dicker, P. M. Korngut, and M. J. Devlin (Univ. Pennsylvania); W. D. Cotton 

(NRAO); P. M. Koch and S. M. Molnar (Academia Sinica); J. Sievers (Canadian Institute of Theoretical Astrophysics); J. E. Aguirre (Univ. 

Pennsylvania); D. Benford (NASA-Goddard); J. G. Staguhn (NASA-Goddard, Johns Hopkins); H. Moseley (NASA-Goddard), K. D. Irwin 

(NIST), and P. Ade (Cardiff Univ.) 

the sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (sZe) is a spectral distortion of the Cosmic microwave background (Cmb) 

spectrum caused by the scattering of the Cmb photons off high-energy electrons in the intra-cluster medium. 

measurements of the sZe provide information about galaxy cluster properties and allow astronomers to probe 

the structure of the universe on the largest scales.

in 2010, a science team led by brian mason analyzed and published the highest resolution image of the sZe to 

date.  this sZe image was acquired with the recently commissioned mustaNG bolometer array at the NRao 

Green Bank Telescope. The team’s target was a distant (z ~ 0.45) cluster of galaxies, RXJ1347−1145, the most 

x-ray luminous cluster of galaxies known, and an object that has been studied across the electromagnetic 

spectrum. 

The high-resolution GBT – MUSTANG images confirmed a strong, localized enhancement of the SZE to the 

southeast of the x-ray emission center in the cluster. this enhancement has been interpreted as shock-heated 

gas caused by an ongoing major galaxy merger event in this distant galaxy cluster, and this interpretation is 

supported by the Gbt – mustaNG imaging. the science team also detected a pronounced asymmetry in the 

projected cluster pressure profile, with a distinctly higher pressure just east of the cluster core. 

This high-resolution composite image of the ultra-luminous, rich galaxy cluster RXJ1347-1145 confirms previous hints of a 

strong and localized Sunyaev-Zel’dovich Effect (SZE) enhancement 20 arcseconds southeast of the cluster core, indicative 

of shock-heated gas from a massive in-progress collision with another cluster. Pink: Green Bank Telescope-MUSTANG; Green: 

Hubble Space Telescope-Advanced Camera for Surveys; Blue: Chandra X-Ray Observatory. 
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the very long baseline array (vlba) comprises ten identical, 25-meter 

antennas that operate at centimeter and millimeter wavelengths on 

transcontinental baselines of up to 8,600 kilometers (Hawaii to the Virgin 

islands) and provide the astronomy community the highest available 

resolution and astrometric precision. invigorated by state-of-the-art 

technologies that markedly improved its sensitivity and flexibility in 2010, 

the vlba is enabling a wide range of transformative science: mapping the 

structure and dynamics of the entire milky Way; searching for planets around 

low-mass stars; accurately measuring the masses of the supermassive black 

holes located at the centers of many galaxies; precisely determining the 

expansion rate of the universe; and much more.

SeNSItIVItY eNhANCeMeNt PROGRAM
until recently, the vlba sensitivity and science has been limited by the 

original sustainable recording rate of 128 MBits/sec, which allowed 16 MHz 

bandwidth in dual polarization. New technology, however, now enables 

a substantial increase in data rate, hence an increase in bandwidth and 

continuum sensitivity. Thus, to provide new scientific capabilities for the 

vlba user community, the NRao and our international partners have 

embarked on a program to increase the vlba bandwidth to 500 mhz 

(dual polarization) by 2011, a factor of 16 beyond the original bandwidth of 

32 mhz. this program doubled the vlba sensitivity in 2010, and is on-track 

to achieve the expected factor of 16 improvement in 2011.

 

the vlba completed conversion from a hardware correlator to a higher-

bandwidth diFx software correlator in 2010. production processing of 

vlba observations with the new correlator began 30 November 2009 

and by year’s end all VLBA scientific data were being processed with 

diFx. this software correlator offers higher spectral resolution, shorter 

integration periods, a substantially increased correlator output data rate 

limit, processing of any recorded data bit rate in a single correlation pass, 

and sophisticated pulsar processing. 

the digital vlba backend development program begun in 2007 will be 

completed and implemented in 2011. these new backends can digitize the 

entire span of the two 500 mhz intermediate frequency channels available 

at the vlba. this program was a joint effort of the NRao, the Center for 

astronomy signal processing and electronics (CaspeR) at the university 

of California-berkeley, the south african Karoo array telescope (Kat) 

team, and the mit haystack observatory. 

The Very Long Baseline Array – Northern Hemisphere

the high-pRecisiON, high-ResOlutiON uNiveRse
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the very long baseline array (vlba) science and technical operations are based at the 
pete v. domenici science operations Center in socorro, Nm. site technicians provide 
operations and maintenance support at each antenna location. New mexico operations 
annually deploys a “vlba tiger team” to as many antennas as time and funding permit to 
conduct extensive preventive maintenance and, as necessary, repairs. vlba tiger team visits 
in FY 2010 included: 8-20 February 2010 at Hancock, NH; 19-27 April 2010 at Fort Davis, 
tx; and 12-21 July 2010 at brewster, Wa.

St. Croix, VI • hancock, Nh 
North Liberty, IA • Fort Davis, tX 
Los Alamos, NM • Pie town, NM 

Kitt Peak, AZ • Brewster, WA 
Owens Valley, CA • Mauna Kea, hI
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 KeY SCIeNCe PROJeCt

mapping the milky way in 3d
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE TEAM:  Mark Reid, Tom Dame (Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics); Karl Menten, Andreas 

Brunthaler, Yoon Kyung Choi, Zhang Bo, Kazi Rygl, Katharina Immer (Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie); Zheng Xing-Wu 

(Nanjing Univ.); Xu Ye (Purple Mountain Observatory); Luca Moscadelli, Alberto Sanna (Arcetri Observatory); George Moellenbrock 

(NRAO); Mayumi Sato (Tokyo Univ.); Anna Bartkiewicz (Torun Centre for Astronomy); Kazuya Hachisuka (Shanghai Observatory). 

We understand the structure and dynamics of other galaxies far better than those of the milky Way. until 

recently, we have only been able to conclude that our Galaxy shares some characteristics of typical barred 

spiral galaxies. our vantage point inside the milky Way makes unraveling its structure challenging, but these 

uncertainties are more rooted in the lack of accurate distance measurements throughout the Galaxy and the 

complications introduced by the dust that obscures our view at optical and infrared wavelengths. 

beginning in 2010, mark Reid is leading an international team of scientists that is using the NRao very long 

baseline array (vlba) and the Japanese vlbi exploration of Radio astrometry (veRa) to conduct a 5-year 

NRao Key science project titled the bar and spiral structure legacy survey, or bessel survey. this survey is 

constructing a detailed 3d map of the entire milky Way that will revolutionize our understanding of the structure 

and dynamics of our Galaxy. 

Named after the German scientist, Friedrich Willhelm Bessel, who first measured stellar parallax in 1838, the 

bessel survey determines distances via trigonometric parallax and proper motions. the target sources are 

methanol and water masers associated with the young massive stars and compact ionized hydrogen regions 

that trace our Galaxy’s spiral structure. parallaxes measure distances directly, without the assumptions about 

luminosity, chemical composition, extinction, or accuracy-reducing requirements of other distance methods. the 

parallax measurements also yield accurate proper motions. Combining all the observational data yields the 

three-dimensional locations and velocities of the masers across the Galaxy. in addition to a 3d map, the bessel 

survey will accurately measure fundamental parameters such as the distance from the sun to the Center of our 

Galaxy and the rotation curve of the milky Way.

 “the on-going sensitivity enhancement program led by  

the NRAO and its international partners is markedly  

improving the vlbA’s capabilities and has transformed  

the bessel survey’s ambition to accurately mapping the entire 

milky way into an achievable 5-year project.” – mark Reid

Above: The five-year BeSSeL Survey program will accurately measure parallaxes 

and proper motions for 400 massive star-forming regions across the Milky Way, 

directly tracing the structure and velocity structure for each of our Galaxy’s spiral 

arms and the central bar, and determining the Sun’s position in the Milky Way 

to an accuracy of about 1%.  Right: BeSSel Principal Investigator Mark Reid, 

Senior Radio Astronomer, Harvard-Smithsonian, Center for Astrophysics. 

Credit: Robert Hurt, IPAC; Mark Reid, CfA, NRAO/AUI/NSF
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  SCIeNCe hIGhLIGht

constraining the enigmatic dark energy
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE TEAM: James A. Braatz (NRAO), Mark J. Reid and Elizabeth Humphreys (Harvard-Smithsonian Center for 

Astrophysics); James Condon (NRAO); Cheng-Yu Kuo (Univ. Virginia); Christian Henkel (Max-Planck-Institut fur Radioastronomie); Fred 

K.Y. Lo and Violette Impellizzeri (NRAO); Ingyin Zaw (New York Univ.); Avanti Tilak (Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics); and 

Lei Hao (University of Texas). 

though dark energy accounts for 74% of the mass of our universe and dominates its present expansion and 

ultimate fate, we do not understand it. an accurate measurement of the present expansion rate of the universe 

(the hubble Constant, h0) would provide the best single constraint on the nature of dark energy. 

the current accuracy of h0 is limited by systematic errors. the best prospect for measuring h0 with much better 

precision involves radio-wavelength observations of powerful water “megamasers” located in active galaxies 

50 to 200 megaparsecs (mpc) from earth. thus, the megamaser Cosmology project (mCp) team is measuring 

galaxy distances in this range using techniques pioneered by James herrstein et al that are based purely on 

geometry and are independent of the usual troublesome assumptions associated with distance determination.

the mCp requires two types of radio observations. single-dish radio telescopes measure the acceleration of gas 

in the galaxy’s circumnuclear disk. very long baseline interferometry (vlbi) imaging measures the angular size 

of the disk and the rotation curve, and models radial displacement of the masers. the mCp employs the Gbt 

for single-dish monitoring, and the high sensitivity array (NRao’s vlba and Gbt with the 100m effelsberg 

telescope in Germany) for vlbi.

The MCP team has mapped megamasers in two active galaxies: NGC 6323 and UGC 3789. Observations over 

3+ years have yielded a distance to UGC 3789 of 49.9 ± 7.0 Mpc, the most accurate to a galaxy in the Hubble 

flow and implying H0 = 69 ± 11 km/s/Mpc. Additional observations will reduce uncertainty to under 10%. An 

increasingly large sample of active galaxies with megamasers has been identified and comprehensively observed, 

and new mCp results will be forthcoming in 2010.

 

Above left: The distribution of maser spots in UGC 3789 delineates the thin, edge-on disk of this galaxy. Colors represent 

rotation velocity, with red indicating motion away from the observer, blue toward the observer, and yellow/green representing 

the systemic lines. Above right: The position-velocity diagram for UGC 3789 identifies the Keplerian rotation profile and the 

gradient in the systemic features.  Conceptually, the maser distance to a host galaxy, D, is determined as D = Vr
2/aϑ. The 

angular size of the disk at the radius of the systemic features is given by ϑ and is measured from the rotation curve (right). 

The velocity that corresponds to that radius is Vr . The acceleration of the systemic features, a, is measured by the secular velocity 

drift of the systemic masers, as determined by monitoring the radio-wavelength spectrum. For UGC 3789, Braatz et al have 

measured a mean systemic features acceleration of ~ 4 km sec-1 yr-1.

extragalatic h2O Maser Discoveries 
(From 1997 to 2008)

NRAO Green Bank Telescope 58

effelsberg Radio telescope 32

other (parkes, NRo, etc.) 2

Nasa deep space Network 17

Water Masers in UGC 3789
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 SCIeNCe hIGhLIGht

magnetic loops sweeping space  
between two stars
INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE TEAM:  William M. Peterson and Robert L. Mutel (Univ. Iowa), Manuel Gudel (Federal Institute of 

Technology-Zurich), W. Miller Goss (NRAO)  

a team of scientists led by William peterson (university of iowa) has made the most detailed image of the 

magnetic field around any star other than the Sun and discovered an enormous magnetic loop connecting the 

two stars in the well-known binary star system, algol. these insights resulted from an observational campaign 

conducted with a unique radio telescope system that connects three NRao telescopes (vlba, vla, Gbt) 

and the 100-meter effelsberg radio telescope in Germany. used collectively as a continent-spanning very long 

baseline interferometer, these radio telescopes are known as the high sensitivity array.

the algol binary star system contains a radio-bright subgiant star in a very close (0.062 astronomical units) and 

rapid (2.86 day) orbit with a hotter, main sequence star. Because the rotation periods of the two stars are tidally 

locked to the orbital period, the rapid rotation drives a magnetic dynamo. 

the science team imaged the algol binary star system with the high sensitivity array at multiple epochs. these 

images revealed a large, persistent coronal loop approximately one subgiant diameter in height, whose base 

straddles the subgiant and whose apex is oriented towards the main sequence star. this geometry suggests that a 

persistent asymmetric magnetic field structure is aligned between the two stars. The loop is larger than predicted 

by theory, but the size may be the result of a magnetic interaction between the two stars.

An artist’s conception of the Algol binary star system with the radio image and contours derived from the science team’s 

High Sensitivity Array observations superposed on a spatial grid. Credit: Peterson et al., NRAO/AUI/NSF.
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NRao astronomer scott Ransom was awarded the 2010 helen b. 

Warner prize for astronomy by the american astronomical society 

(AAS) “for a significant contribution to observational or theoretical 

astronomy during the five years preceding the award.” Ransom was 

cited by the aas for “his astrophysical insight and innovative technical 

leadership enabling the discovery of exotic, millisecond and young 

pulsars and their application for tests of fundamental physics.”

NRao astronomer dale Frail was awarded a prestigious Fellowship 

from the Guggenheim memorial Foundation in 2010. the Foundation 

describes its fellowships as “mid-career” awards “for men and women 

who have already demonstrated exceptional capacity for productive 

scholarship or exceptional creative ability in the arts.” Chosen from 

among 3,000 applicants, Frail was one of just 180 recipients of a 

Guggenheim Fellowship in 2010. as a Fellow, Frail is intensifying his 

research on pulsars, cosmology, and gamma ray bursts, using world-class 

research facilities such as the expanded very large array to advance 

the frontiers of knowledge.

sCott RaNsom 
NRAO Astronomer

dale FRail
NRAO Astronomer

Scientific Staff Honors
NRAO astronomers honored  
with prestigious awards
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as the NRao prepares for the coming impacts of the evla, alma, and 

other new developments, the education & public outreach (epo) team is 

organizing itself with enhanced abilities to engage a geographically diverse 

community of students and science-interested public in the adventure. 

We are also working to broaden the diversity of the audiences we serve, 

enabling more people in more places to benefit from our educational 

opportunities via distance learning, distributed learning, and expansions of 

existing on-site programs to serve students from all over the country. 

National Radio Astronomy Observatory

educAtiON & public OutReAch:  
ReAchiNg fARtheR, ReAchiNg mORe

the NRao is striving to engage a more diverse 
audience, enabling more people in more places 
to benefit from our educational opportunities 
via distance learning, distributed learning, and 
expansion of our on-site programs to serve 

students from around the us.
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Radio Telescope
National Radio Astronomy Observatory

www.nrao.edu

The miniature telescope was designed by the society of amateur 

Radio astronomy members Kerry smith & chuck Forster and 

provided courtesy of the National Radio astronomy observatory.

The small radio telescope on display next to this poster can detect the natural 

radio waves (long wavelength light) that the Sun emits and can also detect man-

made radio sources such as satellites. 

It is also a scaled-down version of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory’s 

immense Green Bank Telescope (GBT, shown in the picture), the largest steerable 

single-reflector telescope in the world. The human figures glued to the model 

telescope dish are to scale.

Located in rural West Virginia, 225 miles from DC, the GBT studies phenomena 

in space such as pulsars, neutral hydrogen clouds, and complex molecules.

The GBT’s enormous collecting area makes it so sensitive that a cell phone on 

the moon would appear to it as the brightest object in the universe. For this 

reason, the GBT sits at the center of the National Radio Quiet Zone, the only 

legally-protected preserve for radio astronomy in the United States.

A telescope’s ability to see sharply – its resolving power – increases with the size 

of its light-collecting surface. However, resolving power decreases as the light’s 

wavelength goes up. The GBT thus observes the long-wavelength radio universe 

with about the same sharpness as we enjoy with our unaided eyes.

To match the sharpness of a large optical telescope, a radio telescope would have 

to be miles across, a practical impossibility. Astronomers achieve the “impossible” 

by linking multiple radio dishes into arrays. Combining the signals from dishes 

that are miles apart, they achieve a resolving power comparable to that of a 

single reflector as big as the largest distance separating the dishes in the array.

The NRAO operates one such array (the EVLA) in New Mexico. Another (the 

VLBA) consists of ten antenna dishes spread across thousands of miles and has 

the highest resolving power of any telescope in regular use. A new array (ALMA) 

sensitive to millimeter and submillimeter-wavelength light is under construction 

in the high-altitude desert of Chile and will become fully operational in 2013.
2

VLBA - Very Long Baseline Array, a continent-wide set 

of 10 antennas. (Owens Valley, Calif. antenna shown)
ALMA - Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter 

Array, a collaboration among North America, Europe, 

and East Asia, under construction in the Chilean 

Andes at 16,500 ft. 
EVLA - Expanded Very Large Array of  21 antennas 

outside Socorro, New Mexico

3
The GBT dish is a piece of a larger virtual one. The receivers sit at the focus, above the center of the bigger imaginary dish. This advanced design allows the 

arm that holds the receivers to be off to the side of the real dish, so that the arm does not obstruct the dish’s view of the sky.  With no scattering of light 

from the arm, the GBT can detect fainter objects and make images that have less “noise” than could a conventional telescope with obstructed optics. 

1 an image from the GBT has a strong signal compared to background noise.

2
A simulated view of the same object as seen in figure 2, but this time via a GBT-sized telescope having conventional receiver support arms. Scattered light 

from the arms increases background noise by a factor of 10 or more, clouding the image and swamping fainter features.

4 simulation:  The scale of the GBT in relation to the Washington Monument.

1

4

110 m

208 m

3

Green Bank Science Center: A wonderful science museum for radio astronomy, 
and a great tour through the 2700-acre complex. Draws tourists and many 
school and scout group visits.
Pulsar Search Collaboratory: High School students make discoveries analyzing 
astronomical data from the immense Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope. A 
recent student discoverer, was honored by President Obama at a White House 
party held in honor of the 400th anniversary of Galileo’s first telescope.West Virginia Governor’s School for Math & Science: A two week Science 
Camp with 56 rising high school freshmen, who get observing time on research-
grade telescopes.

National Youth Science Camp Tour: 120 rising college freshmen from every 
state in the US, plus Puerto Rico visit the NRAO every summer for an intensive 
educational experience.
Educational Research in Radio Astronomy Camp: Organized by the University 
of North Carolina (UNC) Chapel Hill, college and high school students visit 
NRAO for a one-week residential research camp.
Radio SkyNet Robotic Telescope: With stimulus funding obtained in 
cooperation with UNC, the NRAO will be renovating and automating its 
20-meter telescope. Students across the country will be equipped for a remote-
controlled radio astronomy experience.
Science Institutes for Undergraduate Minority Students: The NRAO will 
offer a pilot test this May of an intensive 10-day saturation experience for 
undergraduate students from minority-serving colleges and universities, who 
will have an authentic taste of the research life, spending long hours in the 
company of NRAO staff scientists and engineers.
ViewSpace Display Content: Educational, informative presentations on 
astronomy and the universe as seen through radio telescopes are shown at a 
network of 220+ informal education venues (museums, planetariums, nature 
centers, libraries, visitor centers) that collectively draw some 10 million visitors 
per year.

VLA Walking Tour: Available on-site 361 days/year, at NRAO’s Very Large Array 
facility outside of Magdelana, New Mexico.
Teacher Training: The NRAO provides courses and research experiences for 
teachers via several programs conducted in our Virginia, West Virginia, and New 
Mexico locations.

Research Experiences for Undergraduates: A summer program in which a 
dozen or more science students from around the country pair up with NRAO 
scientists to conduct a research program.

The NRAO offers STEM (science, technology, engineering, math) education programs that leverage our 

telescopes, laboratories, scientists/engineers/technicians, dining facilities, and housing to deliver intensive 

education experiences for students and the public. Our programs include:

STEM Education Programsconducted by The National Radio Astronomy Observatory 

For more information please contact: John Stoke, Assistant Director EPOjstoke@nrao.edu or 434.244.6896

Festival
Astrono

my

NRAO Open House 

Sunday, Oct 11 • 11 - 4pm

Free Admission & Parking

Jupiter viewing at nearby UVa Observatory 

7-9pm (weather permitting)

NATIONAL RADIO ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY • CHARLOTTESVILLE

Visit www.nrao.edu/festival or 

call 434-244-6808 for details

FestivalAstronomy

A telescope  

bigger than two  

football fields? 

No way!

I saw myself  

in infrared light. 

Freaky!

I get to taste 

an interstellar 

sugar cloud? 

Sweet!
I thought radio was  

so yesterday. Then I  

learned about radio  

waves from space.  

Cool!

stem eduCatioN 
the NRao offers stem (science, technology, engineering, math) education 

programs that leverage our telescopes, laboratories, scientists/engineers/

technicians, dining facilities, and housing to deliver intensive education 

experiences for students and the public.

Funded for three years (2008-2010) by the National Science Foundation 

- innovative technology experiences for students (itest) program, 

the pulsar search Collaboratory (psC) partners the NRao with West 

virginia university and provides high school students with opportunities 

to learn 21st century skills while conducting world-class research in 

pulsar astronomy. psC students join an international team of scientists to 

analyze more than 100 terabytes of Gbt data in a search for new pulsars. 

the National science Foundation directorate of education and human 

Resources selected the psC project as a 2010 highlight. 

the West virginia Governor’s school for math and science – a two-

week residential program for 60 rising 8th graders – was held in Green 

bank for the 6th consecutive summer in 2010. the school instills a strong 

appreciation for mathematics and the sciences before these students make 

key decisions that will guide their academic and professional careers. 

the NRao also initiated may term astronomy institutes in 2010, inviting 

students from minority serving-institutions to Green bank and Charlottesville 

for intensive “immersion” experience into the world of science.

Opposite: President Barack Obama and First Lady Michelle Obama hosted an 

astronomy event on the South Lawn of the White House, October 7, 2009. Participants 

included: Dr. John Holdren, Office of Science and Technology Policy; Caroline Moore, the 

youngest person to discover a supernova; and Lucas Bolyard, who recently discovered 

an anomalous pulsar with the GBT as a participant in the Pulsar Search Collaboratory. 

(Official White House Photo by Chuck Kennedy).
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The Gree Bank Telescope 

Come see this impressive, world-famous facility and  

share in the excitement of out-of-this-world discovery.

Laboressim fugias se nat que delitat voluptatent aut 

quidunt pratemp eritemolorum fugitet aut quid et odi ad 

maio. Fuga. Necti con comnimagnis ditiore, que eostior aut 

magnist audam audicatent, essundu ciisquo tota venis sit 

aut quate prae odit, qui vendam sum suntionsequi

Great Tours!

Visit the incredible 

Gree Bank 
Telescope

World’s Largest Fully-steerable Radio Telescope

National Radio
Astronomy

Observatory

www.nrao.edu

The Very Large Array (VLA) has made more scientific  
discoveries than any other ground-based telescope in 
history. At the cutting edge of science for more than a 
quarter-century, the 27 giant dish antennas of the VLA 

also have “starred” in Hollywood movies, documentaries, 
articles and news stories seen around the world.Come see this impressive, world-famous facility and  

share in the excitement of out-of-this-world discovery.

Free Tours!

Visit the famous Very Large ArrayRadio TelescopeThe most scientifically productive  ground-based telescope in history

National RadioAstronomyObservatory
www.nrao.edu
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NeWs & publiC iNFoRmatioN
a new media studio took shape in 2010 at NRao headquarters in 

Charlottesville, staffed by specialists in public science communication and 

equipped with the mechanisms for producing visually rich web pages, 

youtube videos, and more. this team is developing a range of new public 

offerings, including media-rich public website content, virtual site tours of 

NRao facilities, illustrated expositions of key radio astronomy science 

topics, supplemental background materials to accompany press releases, 

and videos, presentations, and exhibits for broad public dissemination. 

New technical capabilities are being developed to support this effort 

including high-definition video production and high-resolution astronomy 

visualization.

anyone who visits the alma site in northern Chile returns home with 

a profound impression of the sheer scale of the project, and of the 

magnificence of its surroundings. Relatively few among the NRAO public 

audience will ever enjoy the privilege of such a visit, so in 2010 the epo 

team created the next best thing: a ‘virtual alma tour’ accessible via web 

browser and portable devices. an on-site visit december 2009 yielded 

much of the high-definition video for the ALMA Explorer (http://www.nrao.

edu/explorer/alma), our first attempt at turning an astronomy facility and 

its surroundings into an on-line interpretive experience for casual, armchair 

tourists. the on-line feature debuted in august 2010 at the NRao public 

web site. the epo team also recorded video in 2010 for an evla explorer 

that will debut in 2011.

more than a dozen science press releases were issued by the NRao in 

Fy 2010. a well-attended science Writer’s Conference was organized in 

Washington, DC in June in collaboration with NSF Office of Legislative and 

public affairs (olpa) and the thirty meter telescope media team. 

the NRao was awarded $300K by the NsF-itest program in Fy 2010 

to renovate the 20-meter radio telescope in Green bank and provide 

radio-wavelength capability to sKyNet, a distributed network of robotic 

telescopes operated by students and faculty at the university of North 

Carolina-Chapel hill.

a multi-media program was created in Fy 2010 in cooperation with the 

university of virginia Center for Chemistry of the universe. this program 

is delivered to the 220+ informal science educations venues that subscribe 

to viewspace, a self-updating multi-media astronomy display produced by 

the space telescope science institute.

a demonstration images project was initiated in Fy 2010 that will use 

multiple configurations of the new EVLA capabilities to acquire visually 

compelling astronomical images for public engagement.

sCieNCe CeNteRs
the NRao operates a wide range of formal and informal education visitor 

programs in Green bank and at the very large array, including scientist-

involvement-rich, hands-on-with-real-gear education programs that have 

become our hallmark. more than 42,000 people visited the NRao Green 

bank science Center in 

West virginia in 2010; 

and 20,000+ persons 

visited the evla visitor 

Center in New mexico.
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in the indicated year. (upper curve) adds all peer-reviewed publications that use non-

NRAO telescope data and have at least one NRAO scientific staff author. 

performance metrics
Peer-reviewed NRAO publications: 2000 - 2009
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FY 2010 Observing hours in Science Categories
(By percentage, combined from VLA/EVLA, VLBA, and GBT)

FY 2010 telescope Utilization

Galactic – 49.7%

stellar – 10.7%

solar system – 2.2%

astronomy/Geodesy – 5.1%

extragalactic – 49.7%

astronomy        downtime        maintenance        test        unscheduled        shutdown

VLA/eVLA VLBA GBt

The relatively high EVLA Test and Downtime fractions reflect the construction and commissioning of this major new astronomical research facility. The VLA/

EVLA Shutdown hours were primarily the two months required for the transition from the old VLA correlator to the new EVLA Wideband Interferometric 

Digital Architecture (WIDAR) correlator.  
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www.nrao.edu
science.nrao.edu

NRAO headquarters &  
North American ALMA Science Center

520 edgemont Road
Charlottesville,virginia 22903-2475

434-296-0211

NRAO technology Center
1180 Boxwood Estate

Charlottesville,virginia 22903-4602
434-296-0358

NRAO - Green Bank
p. o. box 2

Green bank,West virginia 24944-0002
304-456-2011

NRAO - Pete V. Domenici 
Science Operations Center

p. o. box 0
Socorro, New Mexico 87801-0387

575-835-7000

NRAO/AUI - Chile
av. Nueva Costanera 4091

suite 502
vitacura

santiago, Chile
+56-2-210-9600

The National Radio Astronomy Observatory  
is a facility of the National Science Foundation  

operated by Associated Universities, Inc.

www.aui.eduwww.nsf.gov


